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tic arts in every culture, but it is

Dyeing tic also artsalsooneoneis inthatoneyoueverycanthat
easilyof the you culture, oldest can but domes- easily it is

bring to the modern classroom. As stu-

Í have dents
havebeèn
beènpractice
employedemployed
for thousands
dyeingoffor techniques thousands that of
^ years, they will learn a practical use for
the innumerable hues of nature, and
they will acquire some hands-on experience with simple chemical procedures.

Dyeing can also be used to supplement
a unit on plants or one on color and
light. And it could be part of an interdisciplinary unit on ancient civilizations.

History of Dyes
Over 5,000 years ago, probably as a
result of accidental staining, people discovered that leaves, berries, roots, flowers, fruits, stems, bark, and some animal
and mineral substances can be used to
color things permanently. At first, they
probably just crushed the dyestuffs and

rubbed them on the cloth or pottery
being dyed. Later, they learned to dissolve the dyes, creating dyebaths in

which fibers could be immersed.

The Egyptians, Indians, and Orientals, who refined the craft of dyeing,
experimented with nearly 1,000 differ-

ent natural dye sources, among which
were madder (a plant that produces a
red tint) and woad (a plant that produces a blue one). A highly valued early

animal dye was the Tyrian purple that
colored many royal robes. This dye was

extracted from a shellfish that lives in
the Mediterranean Sea.

WOAD
ISATIS TINCTORIA

The home dyer of the nineteenth century, for whom madder and woad were

still important, might also have used

other dyes that had been long available:

cochineal (from a Mexican and Central

American insect) for brilliant reds; indigo
(from a plant native to India) for blues;

and logwood (from the core of a Cen-

tral American and West Indian tree) for

purples, blues, grays, and blacks. For
shades of yellow and gold, a number of

Dyed in the

plant dyes were in common use: fustic
(from a tropical American tree), weld
(from a European plant also known as
dyer's rocket), safflower (from a Euro-

Wool

pean herb with red and orange flow-

Lori jean Kinsey is a teacher /naturalist at Tin
Mountain Conservation Center, Jackson , New
Hampshire. Drawings of herbs reproduced from
sixteenth-century herbáis.
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ers), and saffron (from the stigmas
manyof
other foods and plants from which
the autumn crocus).
dyes can be made - chrysanthemums,
In 1856, William H. Perkin, who
was
marigolds,
goldenrod, milkweed, black18 at the time, revolutionized the eyed
art of
Susan, and Queen Anne's lace, to
dyeing when he accidentally invented
name a few - and the general recipe for
the first artificial dye. As he was trying
dyeing given below can be used with
to make a synthetic quinine, he discovthem. You may want to research some
ered that coal tar can produce a reddishof the other possibilities and experiment
purple dye that he called mauve.onThis
your own before you introduce this
was the beginning of the artificialactivity.
dyeing industry. Gradually, artificial dyes
Before your class collects dyestuffs,

replaced natural ones. Nearly six stress
thouthe importance of taking only

sand years of trial and error, accidental
what is needed for the project and leav-
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discovery, and refinement of natural
ing behind enough plants of any given
dyeing were largely abandoned. species so they can reproduce. Identify
the plants that should not be collected
How Dyes Work
at all, either because they are dangerous
A dye produces color by acting
asorarare.

filter that reflects and absorbs different
Washing the fibers. Natural dyes
best
wavelengths of light. It adds color
to with natural fibers, and the f
other substances because it can be dising recipes are for 100 percent

persed completely in a liquid, making its
Before you begin the dyeing pr
particles as small as molecules. As you
a
must clean the wool of any im
result, the dye particles can easily enter
ties that could interfere with the
and cling to the fibers to be dyed.
ing. Prepare the wool as follows:
To create a stronger bond between 1. Wind the wool into skeins of 1

the dye and the material, dyers often
ounces (28-56 g) and tie the s

use mordants. Mordants are substanloosely in two or three places.
ces, like alum, cream of tartar, tin, and 2. Using a mild soap, wash the s

chrome, that attach themselves to thein warm water, and rinse them

fibers. (The word mordant comes from athe rinse water runs clear.

root meaning to bite.) Then when the 3. If you do not plan to begin the

mordanted fibers are treated with the

mordanting process immediately, store
water-soluble dye, the dye and mordant the yarn in a plastic bag for a day or
react in turn to form a nonsoluble pre- two or hang it up to dry for later use.

cipitate. As a result, the fibers become Mordanting the fiber. Treating your wool

colorfast, which means the dye will not with the mordant described in the box
fade, bleed, or run easily.
will help your natural dyes to set in the
MEADOW SAFFRON
COLCHICUM AUTUMNALE

Nature's Colors in the Classroom

fiber. Because iron or copper pots may

also act as mordants and affect the color

All of this may make dyeing soundof the dye, use an enamel or steel pot
too complicated and costly to carry onwhen mordanting so you can predict
in the classroom. In fact, the ingredientsthe results of your dye. The ingredients
that must be purchased are inexpensive for this mordant are available in the
and readily available, and the processesspice section of many grocery stores or
of dyeing and mordanting involve a fewin drug stores.
relatively simple steps. It is important Dyeing the wool. One of the beauties of
to stress safety, however, because some natural dyes is that each dye is unique:
of the substances used may be harmful you will never get exactly the same
if eaten and because boiling water is results twice, even if you use the same

used in both processes.

recipe. Consequently, you may want
students to label dyed wool with

Getting the dyestuffs. Students can gather your

dyestuffs from grocery stores, fromthe name and amount of the dyestuff,
their own gardens, and from fields and the mordant, the amount of wool dyed,

woods. The recipes for dye solutions and the date and process so that they
given in the box opposite call for dye-can compare the results. Also, if you
stuffs as common as onion skins, pur-need one color for a project, remember
ple cabbage, and pine needles, so thatto dye all the wool you need in that
students will be able to experiment withcolor at one time.
dyeing even if they have to get their General instructions for dyeing with

materials from a supermarket or theirnatural materials follow. They are deown front yards. However, there aresigned for 100 percent wool mordanted

DYER'S ROCKET. WELD.
RESEDA LUTEOLA
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with alum and cream of tartar. Prepare
the dyes on a stove or portable electric
burner, or if you are working outside,

you are using bark or nuts, crush and
soak them overnight before boiling.)
Allow approximately 0.45 kg dyestuff
to dye 0.45 kg wool. After boiling the

safe, do not dye in any pot you use for

dyestuff, strain it and add cold water to
make a four-liter dyebath. Wet the mor-

you can use a propane stove. To be

cooking. And don't forget to caution

students about danger from boiling liquids and steam.
Cut dyestuff into small pieces, cover

with water, and boil for one hour. (If

danted wool and submerge it in the
dyebath. Simmer gently for 30 to 45
minutes, being careful not to boil the

wool. Rinse the wool skeins under cold

water and hang to dry in a dark place.
The Finished Product
Once the students have dyed the wool,

they can display the results in charts
and diagrams, or they can use the wool

in various art projects. One product of
the experiments they will all share is a

better understanding of how we color

the world around us.

and boil for 45 minutes. Cool over-

night. Put the wool into the dyebath
and simmer for 45 minutes. Cool for

several hours and rinse thoroughly.
Dry in the shade.

Colors produced: olive green or

tan, depending on the pot used.

Purple Lilac Dye
4 oz (112 g) fresh purple lilac flowers
1 oz (28 g) undyed 100 percent wool,
cleaned and mordanted
Cover flowers and wool with water
and simmer for 15 minutes. Remove
the wool, rinse thoroughly, and dry
in the shade. An ammonia after-rinse

deepens the color.
Color produced: light green.

Alum/Cream of Tartar
Mordanting Recipe »

Red Onion Skin Dye

Purple Cabbage Dye

3 oz (84 g) red onion skins (the papery outer skin)

1 T (15 mL) iodized salt
2 T (30 mL) vinegar dissolved in 1 qt

(0.95 L) tap water
1 oz (28 g) undyed 100 percent wool,
cleaned and mordanted
Cover the onion skins and the wool

with water and soak overnight. Add
the salt and simmer for 30 minutes.
Cool overnight in the dyebath. Remove the wool from the dyebath and
dip it in the vinegar water. (The acidity of the vinegar helps set the dye.
An ammonia rinse of the same proportions, too, will set the dye but
will darken the color produced.) Rinse

the wool thoroughly in fresh water
and dry in the shade.

Colors produced: gold to henna,

red to maroon. The depth of the

color depends on the concentration
of onion skins in proportion to the
amount of wool. Substitute yellow
onion skins for the red to get golden

shades; use a proportion of approximately 1 to 1.

4 oz (112 g) alum

8 oz (224 g) outer red cabbage leaves
1 1 (5 mL) iodized salt
1 oz (28 g) undyed 100 percent wool,
cleaned and mordanted
Soak the leaves and wool in water

1 oz (28 g) cream of tartar

2 c (approximately 0.5 L) boiling
water

1 lb (0.45 kg) 100 percent wool yarn,

undyed

Dissolve the alum and cream of
overnight. Remove the wool and stir
the salt into the dye solution. Return tartar in the boiling water. Add to a
the wool to the pot and simmer for pot of warm tap water large enough
to allow the water to cover the wool.
30 minutes. Cool the wool overnight
in the dyebath. Rinse thoroughly and Put the wool in the water and cover.
dry in the shade.

Bring to a simmer (approximately

and lavender.

hour stirring occasionally. Let the

Colors produced: shades of blue

195°F, or 90°C), and simmer for one

wool cool in this mordant bath over-

Pine Needle Dye
an iron pot (The pot must be free of

grease so that it can act as an
extra mordant to set the dye
and produce an olive green. If
you use an enamel or steel pot,

night. Rinse the wool well and proceed to the dyeing process. If you
plan to dye the wool later, cure it in

the mordant bath for several days

and then store it.

These recipes are adapted from Ida

you will produce a tan dye.)

distilled water (enough to cover the Grae's Natures Colors : Dyes from Plants
wool)
(New York: MacMillan, 1974), a use6 oz (168 g) fresh pine needles
ful reference work on the subject.
2 oz (56 g) undyed 100 percent wool,
cleaned and mordanted
Cover the pine needles with water

The woodcut of the herbalist in

his garden is from a book published
by Egenolph of Frankfort, circa 1550.
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